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Introduction
Recruitment technology continues to evolve and it is 

not always tied to expensive enterprise systems. Mobile 

and web technologies are the price of admission for 

any recruiting firm, and those that don’t keep them 

current will get overtaken. Recorded video, however, is 

a proven albeit relatively new technology so it offers 

opportunities for firms to create new advantages that 

reduce turnover, enhance user satisfaction, and lower 

costs.  

!
With this guide you have the understanding of the stack 

of technologies that today’s recruiters use successfully. 
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What if you were compensated by the number of applicants that responded to one of your ads for a vacant position? Or resumes 

you had to screen? With a metric like that, staffing firm recruiters wouldn’t have enough time to spend all the money they’d make! 

!
But as long as metrics remain around cost per hire, time to hire, turnover rates and other efficiency measures, staffing firms must 

continue to find better ways to sift through the massive numbers of resumes they receive. 

!
The fact is that staffing firms, clients and candidates have the same expectations: find the best match in the shortest amount of 

time. This fundamental truth remains constant, and use of technology has had the unintended consequence of making this harder. 

Why? It’s much easier to blast out resumes via email or other electronic means than it is to use the U.S. mail or telephone, so there 

are many more resumes to view.  

!
And, the number of job seekers will only grow: government data shows that employees stay at a job 4.6 years on average. To make 

sure they keep up with the increasing number of resumes—and find the right candidates—staffing firms need to up their 

technology game, too. Technologies highlight staffing firms’ ability to process more resumes than other recruiters—a key 

differentiator. For many firms, use of recorded video may be the last technology that they need.

Staffing Firms Process the 
Most Resumes 
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Up to 72% of job seekers 
access company websites via 
mobile devices 
!
Nearly half (45%) apply for 
positions with mobile devices 
!
Only 20% of recruiting 
leaders have mobile-
optimized career sites

Website
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A website will always be the central point of your online 

presence because you can control its appearance and 

function for maximum advantage. It’s important to get 

beyond job listings because the website serves as a 

relationship builder. Unlike product-based companies that 

have features and specifications to rely on, services 

businesses depend on relationships. 

!
How does the website foster relationships—and new 

business? Compelling content and visuals deliver on the 

expectation that you offer more than a mere job list. You are 

a dependable resource that adds value throughout the sales 

cycle, so visitors keep coming back and you build trust. When 

you’re top of mind for customers and they have a need, they 

call. And your business thrives.  

!
To create this scenario, you need the right website 

technology. First the easy part: use a content management 

system. WordPress, Drupal, Joomla! and other open-source 

platforms are simple to use and fast becoming the standard

when it comes to site creation and maintenance. You can 

store videos, articles and user data, generate pages and do 

many other useful tasks. 

!
Then things get a little more complicated with mobile 

technology. Audiences use mobile devices more than any 

other tool to search for jobs, record and upload videos, and 

apply for positions. But staffing firms are behind on this 

trend so they can’t take advantage of mobile’s benefits. A few 

statistics from LinkedIn highlight this difference and the 

importance of using mobile technology:



How can recruitment firms address these startling numbers 

and get in sync with the market direction—and position 

themselves for more business? Two options provide the 

answer.  

!
Mobile website 
A mobile website is separate and distinct from a desktop-

oriented site, and this means double the work when it comes 

to maintaining it. Designed for small screens, mobile sites 

load faster because the processing is done at the server level, 

not the device, and because mobile sites don’t generally offer 

the depth of content that desktop sites do. For recruiters 

with minimal content, a mobile website is an economical 

option.

Responsive website 
With a responsive design website, a mobile device presents 

content based on its own screen size and settings (using 

instructions sent from the server). It’s a flexible solution that 

is increasingly preferred by companies partly because Google 

gives a higher search ranking for responsive sites. 

!
Responsive sites have their drawbacks, however. There are 

many types of devices, screen sizes and browsers that must 

be accounted for, so the design and coding of a responsive 

site can be complicated and more expensive than a basic 

desktop and mobile site. 

!
The bottom line on websites: think critically about how 

candidates and clients use your site now and in a perfect 

world. If you’re not sure, ask a select few. Use of recorded 

video on mobile devices is increasingly a factor that websites 

need to accommodate as they seek to place the strongest 

performing candidates. 
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Getting to the first conversation with a candidate is a critical step in the  

hiring process, and applicant tracking systems are built on that premise.  

They process job postings, resumes, applicants and interviews as part  

of talent management, and this is where staffing firms can find the greatest opportunity for efficiency. 

!
For example, when a vacancy gets posted online, staffing agencies receive too many resumes for recruiters to screen personally. 

The applicant tracking system leads to a more manageable list because it does this based on keywords, experience and education 

levels. However, even with this, the candidates still have many similar qualities and they don’t always stand out to the recruiter. 

!
Applicant tracking systems are addressing this challenge by keeping pace with market shifts toward use of mobile and video 

technology. Integration with these technologies allows candidates to submit applications via mobile device or upload descriptive 

videos, which gives staffing firms a new level of interaction and leads to that next step: the first conversation. 

!
Recruiters know this human interaction—either through a telephone call, video or a meeting—is the most important part of the 

hiring process. Why? Because many candidates present similar qualifications on paper or electronically, so anything that helps 

recruiters interact with candidates faster accelerates the screenings and ultimately shortens the time-to-hire metric. 

2 Applicant Tracking 
Systems
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Applicant tracking systems also offer functionality that 

enables another trend: social recruiting. Posting a job listing 

to select social networks with a few clicks simplifies the 

manual process of going to several sites to complete the task. 

Other features allow social-driven referral programs for 

employees, and monitoring programs track the social 

networks that deliver the most candidates.  

!
Surprisingly, while staffing firms know the benefits of 

applicant tracking systems, relatively few firms use them. 

According to Software Advice, 61 percent of applicant 

tracking system buyers still track their candidate pools with 

manual methods such as email and spreadsheets.  

!
The bottom line on applicant tracking systems: they are good 

tools for getting to that all-important first conversation 

faster, and there are cost-free, open source options available 

for budget-constrained firms. Look for ones that 

accommodate recorded video to provide the deeper insight 

into what makes candidates great.
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Using input from our five senses, research shows that we process 

information in one of three ways: auditory, visual and kinesthetic  

(or experiential). So, some recruiters are more inclined to view words  

on a resume, and others want to actually see a candidate.  

!
As a staffing agency with multiple recruiters, how do you accommodate  

all these learning styles? And, how do you meet the needs of downstream  

customers who like to process information visually (i.e. in person) instead of skimming the text on a page that the recruiter sent? 

!
Recorded video is a game-changer. Not only does it provide recruiters with another view of candidates to accompany a resume, it 

introduces authenticity into the process.  

!
For example, a recruiter comes across a candidate that looks great on the resume but after the phone screen it was clear that 

there was not a match. Did the candidate have someone else write the resume? Or was the phone screen insufficient and a visual 

meeting would have brought out the best qualities of the otherwise good candidate? It makes you wonder how many good 

candidates are passed over because their resume doesn’t have the right key words. 

!
With a recorded video, these problems go away. Recruiters and hiring managers get a true first impression of candidates. Eye 

contact, mannerisms, voice inflection, appearance, timed responses to questions—these all come through in video so there is no 

hiding behind a resume.

3 Recorded Video
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Customized Presentations 

For recruiters who know they have a great candidate but not 

the best presentation, the solution is for the candidate to re-

record the video with input from the recruiter. This way 

recruiters can be certain the ideal points are covered and a 

tailored video is part of the package.  

!
Mobile Recruitment 

In some instances recruiters use a customized program from 

JobOn in which they access a mobile site complete with 

recorded video, a resume, the ability to submit applications 

to clients and reach candidates by text, and all the elements 

necessary for a solid mobile recruiting strategy. For staffing 

firms that don’t yet have the mobile capability noted earlier 

in the website section, and don’t want a solution involving a 

great deal of training, this is an attractive approach.

Underscoring the importance of mobile technology is a 

statistic from ComScore stating that 10.9 million workers 

searched for jobs using mobile devices in August 2013, up 

almost three-fold from the year before.  

!
Business Development 

Staffing agencies also use recorded video as a way to obtain 

new business. For example, a recruiter can send a link to a 

client with recorded videos of the best sample candidates for 

a particular position but without any candidate contact 

information. Clients can play the videos through a Guest View 

and then contact the recruiter to finalize an agreement and 

arrange interviews. This has become a differentiator for 

several staffing agencies.  

!
The bottom line on recorded video: it enables 

staffing firms to distinguish the best available talent 

so they accomplish their recruiting goals in a much 

shorter timeframe.
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About JobOn
JobOn’s digital recruiting technology enables better and faster hiring decisions 

that lead to unprecedented efficiency and lower costs. Thousands of businesses 

use the recorded-video platform to pre-screen candidates and choose the ones 

who stand out to continue through the hiring process. For companies that do 

high-volume hiring, a mobile-capable microsite bearing their brand is 

transforming the hiring process.  www.JobOn.com
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